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A. Read the passage and answer the questions. (24%@3%)
Benny has a little pet turtle. His name is Toby. Toby likes to walk in
Benny’s garden. Sometimes, he daydreams.
One day, Benny used ten dollars to bring a goldfish. His name was Alex.
Alex was not friendly. He asked Toby to race with him in Benny’s bathtub.
When they started, Toby sunk to the bottom carelessly. Alex laughed at Toby.
Unluckily, he breathed in some water. He coughed and jumped out of the water.
Now Alex was on the floor but Toby was smart. He turned on the tap and water
poured onto the floor. Alex could breathe again. Finally, Toby won the race.
Alex knew that he should be nicer to others. They became good friends and
played together happily every day.

Tick the correct answer.
1. ‘Benny kept a little turtle.’ What 2. Who likes to daydream?
does ‘little’ mean?
(
) A. Benny
(
) A. rubbish
(
) B. Toby
(
) B. small
(
) C. Tony
(
) C. not much
(
) D. Alex
(
) D. some
3. Benny used ten dollars to _____ a 4. ‘He asked Toby to race with him’. The
goldfish.
word ‘him’ refers to ______.
(
) A. buy
(
) A. Alex
( ) B. bought
(
) B. Toby
(
) C. bring
(
) C. Benny
(
) D. brought
(
) D. a fish
5. Who can’t swim?
6. Which is NOT true?
(
) A. Toby
(
) A. Toby breathed in some water.
(
) B. Alex
(
) B. Toby fell on the floor.
(
) C. Benny
(
) C. Benny has a bathtub.
(
) D. Toby, Alex and Benny
(
) D. Alex saved Toby.
(
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7. ‘Tony was smart.’ What does
‘smart’ mean?
(
) A. angry
(
) B. cute
(
) C. clever
(
) D. naughty

8. Choose the best name for the story.
(
) A. The Lonely Turtle
(
) B. Going to the Pet Shop
(
) C. The Turtle and the Fish
(
) D. An Interesting Race

B. Complete the sentences with the correct words in the box. (10%@2%)
¬ will be overweight

¬ will make places dirty

¬ should not keep a dog

¬ must clean up the mess

¬ should take it to a vet

¬ will be healthy

e.g. If your dog does not feel well,

you should take it to a vet

.

1. If you live in a public estate,

.

2. If you do not train your dog to use the toilet,

.

3. If you keep your dog’s house clean,

.

4. If you feed your dog cakes and bread,

.

5. If your dog makes a public place dirty,

.

C. Join the sentences together with the given words. (16% @4%)
because

and

so

but

1. Emily’s puppy is sick. She takes it to the vet.
__________________________________________________________________
2. Fanny wants to keep a kitten. It is very cute.
__________________________________________________________________
3. Tony bought some clothes for his dog. He bought some food for his dog too.
__________________________________________________________________
4. David’s parrot is very noisy. She loves it.
__________________________________________________________________

End of Paper
(
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